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Unboxing Time 
Capsules:
Managing and Using Time 
Capsules in your Archive
The Call





• Foreman from dorm demolition, 2016
• Never worked with a ‘fresh’ time capsule
• Word got out before we had it in hand







History of Time Capsules
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• World’s Fair exhibitions
• “Time Vessel”, Nick Yablon
• “Time Bomb”, William Jarvis




• How are these object perceived?
• Maurice Halbwachs, La Memoire Collective
• Enola Gay controversy












We used an 
angle grinder.
Inventory
Kept most but 










Lesson: time capsules should be 
handled on a case-by-case basis
Long-term Exhibits
• Closed cases
• Tight narrative 
control
• Wide range of 
demographic 
outreach
Using Time Capsules in Outreach
One-off Events
• Alumni; community
• Know your group 
and cater to them
• One-on-one and 
unique experience
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Using Time Capsules in Outreach
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Using Time Capsules in Outreach
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Get Others in on the Action
• Media LOVE time capsules!
• ISU News on time capsule
• Do you know when buildings are slated 
for demolition? Which have time 
capsules?
• Facilities folks want to know this info!
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